Abstract: Problem statement: This study proposed a system based on a heuristic lemmatization for Arabic text indexation and classification. This research is needed for a lot of NLP applications such as the research of information and automatic abstract. This system was not related to any linguistic rule. The proposed method was limited to five different domains: Sports, medicine, politics, economics and agriculture. The main idea is collecting different texts related to the chosen domains and studying them by extracting the pertinent terms. Approach: Every entered text had the formatting stage in which we can remove some words and letters that do not have any importance for the meaning. After that, the frequencies' average is calculated to classify the text and its related domain. Results: The main finality of the System of Indexation and Classification of Arabic Texts (SICAT) is to classify finally an unknown text in its suitable domain. So, it's to detect the text theme. To do this task, we applied a method by pertinent terms correspondence. It is about testing the correspondence of all pertinent terms of the text to classify with the keywords of every domain of the corpus. The domain, that constitutes the majority of terms having a correspondence with terms of the text, represents the theme that we look for to classify our unknown text. Conclusion: It holds two main parts: the indexation and the classification. The indexation stage is composed of three main parts: the pre-learning, the lemmatization and the frequencies' calculation. The classification stage is composed of two main components: the extraction of keywords and classification of new text. We have made many tests of verification to test the validation of the system. The system performance was evaluated on the different chosen domains, achieves 90% precision and 85% recall.
INTRODUCTION
Due to the evolution of the documentation, one of the stakes of research is to develop the tools permitting to manage the documentary mass automatically. That is why, a long time ago that libraries, documentary centers, producers of databases, companies and laboratories of researches used specialists to index their documents to have an idea about the restrained information in the organized basis of a document whole indexed first and on second part, to permit the ulterior research of these information. The more the computer domain develop, the more the automation of this process becomes absolutely a necessity.
The stage of indexing aims to determine the adherence domain of an unknown text. The major objective of the indexing is to find the most important concepts in documents and to create a representative description while using these concepts. The existing techniques are often limited to a very specialized domain and the analysis is very complex. Thus, in practice, one rather looks for representatives of concepts. These representatives can be different shapes (simple words or multi-terms). The choice of these last depends essentially on the easiness of treatment as well as the precision of sense representation.
The indexation of a document can be done manually by reading its title, abstract, the summary and the conclusion (Le Loarer and Normier, 1996; Monteil, 1995) to extract its topic, or, automatically by introducing some keywords to a machine (Abdelkader, 2002) using statistic or linguistic tools in 1957, (Patrice, 2000) proposes to use the frequency of words to index documents. Maron and Kuhns (1960) create the first system of automatic indexing of documents, KWIC, based on notions of probabilistic indexing. In 1966, Salton (Anderberg, 1973) followed these precursors closely and put in evidence the necessity of the automatic indexing.
In this study, we introduce the whole system, System of Indexation and Classification of Arabic Texts (SICAT) permitting the indexation and classification of Arabic texts using a heuristic approach. This approach is based on calculating the number of apparition of different keywords in the text to classify. A similar work was done two years ago by (Rebai and Ben Ayed, 2007) , but it was not achieved for all domains. It was based on a linguistic approach and the results for the domain of medicine were approximately the same as the obtained results in our system.
The rest of the study is organized as follows. A discussion about the system architecture (SICAT) followed by the obtained results illustrated by some experimentation to validate it. Finally, we conclude the study and point out the future work.
System architecture overview:
The entire architecture of System of Indexation and Classification of Arabic Texts (SICAT) is presented in Fig. 1 mainly the system can be classified into two parts: Indexation and classification. The indexation includes the pre-learning, calculating the number of words before lemmatization, the lemmatization and the calculation of frequencies. On the other hand, in the classification stage, we extract the different keywords from the text and compare them with the list of keywords extracted in the pre-learning stage to classify finally the text in the suitable domain. 
Indexation:
The main component of the system is the indexation. It is composed of several stages permitting finally the operation of indexation. First, it requires a pre-learning step in which we must constitute a corpus and study the different texts to extract the pertinent (important) terms. Second, we move to the lemmatization step where we'll describe how to modify the different words having the same root to a unique form. Finally, we'll present the different formula to calculate the words' frequencies using the TFIDF approach.
Pre-learning:
The pre-learning stage is the most important in the architecture of the proposed system SICAT to obtain the better results. It consists on collecting a corpus of Arabic texts from different domains: Sports, medicine, agriculture, informatics and politics. Besides, to study them by extracting the different pertinent terms for every domain, that means, the words which frequently used for every domain.
Constitution of corpus:
For the part concerning the training and in order to get a sufficiently objective word list, we extracted 25 texts (5 texts by domain) from Internet, newspapers and magazines to form manually a corpus composed of around 12500 words. After extracting these texts, we made some modifications on the preposition of conjunction " ‫و‬ " because this last can't be distinguished in the Arabic language if it is about a preposition or a letter belonging to a word because this letter is always attached to the following letter. That is why we distinguished the preposition from the letter by putting manually a space around it.
Constitution of pertinent terms:
During this phase we construct a database from the elaborated corpus containing different texts belonging to the five domains knew. This database contains the pertinent terms related to every domain. Indeed, a document contains generally an important number of special characters (#, %, @, *, /, +, ? and !), of characters bringing little information on the text itself and to disable the training. Therefore, we go at this stage "to filter" or "to clean" the text in order to only preserve the necessary information to the training.
Thus, all texts treated will be formatted with the same way. Besides, we know that every term have many flexional forms. In order to be able to calculate the frequency of words in a text, all terms must be lemmatized. So, it is about rewriting every text with a simpler alphabet.
We'll start by deleting the non alphabetic characters and the characters that don't belong to the Arabic language (1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 0 
,e,f, …, y, z). After having finished this treatment, we'll have a text composed only of Arabic words. On this text we'll apply some modifications. We'll eliminate the particle " " ‫آ‬ ‫ـ‬ ، ‫ــ‬ ، ‫ــ‬ ، ‫ــ‬ situated on the beginning of the word, the particles « ‫ــ‬ ‫ا‬ " situated on the beginning of the word, the letters " ‫ــ‬ ، ‫ة‬ ، ‫ــ‬ ، "situated at the end of words, the empty words ( ‫إ‬ ، ‫ف‬ ، ، ، ), the words having less than 3 letters and the words situated in the dictionary of empty words.
Generally, the empty words represent some linguistic tools used to link or coordinate the sentences. Some empty words, like the words " ", "
" … rarely appear in texts. By calculating the discrimination value, we don't arrive to eliminate them. But, we don't like to present them as index because they do not have a sense.
To eliminate these words, we use an anti-dictionary which contains a list of the words that we don't like to keep them. These words are often prepositions (" ","
‫إ‬ "), pronouns (" ", " ‫,"آ‬ " ‫"ه‬ " ‫أ‬ " , ), adverbs ‫ن"(‬ ‫,"ا‬ " "), adjectives (" ", " "). In conclusion, the process of filtering the empty words consists in the suppression of words that make the documents similar but its content of information is different.
Lemmatization:
In this stage, we concentrate on the lemmatization step of some terms. This phase has as goal to make all the terms, which have the same root, in a unique form to facilitate the treatment. We can take as an example the terms: ‫ر‬ ، ‫ت‬ ‫زرا‬ ، ‫ارع‬ ، ‫زرع‬ in a text. When we ask for the operation of lemmatization, all those will be transformed to ‫زرع‬ to calculate the frequency with an efficient way. In fact, our method for indexation and classification of Arabic texts system development is heuristic, that's means we don't use any linguistic rules. The system analyzes all the formatted text; it makes a comparison by two words. That's means that it will look for the first word in the second one and vice-versa.
This research is based on the position of the letter, situated in the first word, in the second one. These positions must be classified in an increasing order because we can find the same letters in two words semantically different. If this condition has been verified, the longest word will be replaced by the smallest. The Table 1 will illustrate. The first example shows that the positioning order of the first word letters in the second one and vice versa is increasing (1, 2, 3 and 2, 3, 4), that's why the longest will be transformed to the smallest, it means ‫ر‬ will be ‫زرع‬ without any linguistic recourse. On the contrary, in the second example, the positioning of letters of the first word in the second one and the second in the first is in mess (3, 1, 2 and 3, 1, 2), therefore these two words are considered as different and no modification will be done on one of them.
Calculating the word apparition frequency: This stage permit to determine the value of frequency of every term in every domain to be able to extract the pertinent terms after having lemmatized all the text's terms. In this study, we've based on the TFIDF approach to determine the pertinent terms. With Term Frequency (TF), we designate a measure that has report to the importance of a term for a document. In general, this value is determined by the frequency of the term in the document. By Inverted Term Frequency (ITF), we measure if the term is discriminative (or doesn't uniformly distributed). Here, we give the formulas of TF and IDF used for our system:
• TF = log (f (t, d) + 1) with f (t, d) is the number of occurrence of the term t in the documented • IDF = log (N/n) With N is the number of documents in the corpus, n is the number of documents that contain the term • The formula TFIDF combines the two criterions that we've seen • The importance of a term for a document (by TF) and the power of discrimination of this term (by IDF) • The multiplication of TF by IDF: TF*IDF = TFw,d * log(N/n) Thus, a term that has a high TF*IDF value must be simultaneously important in this document and it must appear little in the other documents. It is the case where a term correlates to an important and unique characteristic of a document. With such formula, we can choose to keep only terms that the value of TFIDF exceeds a doorstep. These terms are called the pertinent terms and this doorstep is the average of frequencies. 
Extraction of pertinent terms:
After calculating the frequency of all the terms in every domain, we'll extract the pertinent terms. This extraction is done using a simple arithmetic formula. This method is composed of two stages: Calculating the average of frequencies for all the terms using the following formula:
Frequencies average = Total of TFIDF/Number of terms and comparing the frequency of every term with the frequencies average If its value is superior to the average, so this term is pertinent, else it is not.
Classification:
The main goal of the system (SICAT) is the classification of a text in the suitable domain from five: sports, medicine, politics, informatics and agriculture. In this stage, we'll extract the different keywords and calculate the number of its apparition. And according to these numbers, the system will classify the text in the available domain.
Extraction of keywords:
Once the pertinent terms are extracted, it is about determining the groups of terms associated to every domain. At this stage, the pertinent terms of a domain will be regrouped in different wholes. Thus, a pertinent term group is frequently appearing in the same sentences.
While applying all previous treatments, we arrange for every domain, a list of pertinent terms which are lemmatized. Finally, in the last stage we determine the doorstep of every domain.
A new text classification:
This stage is the last one in our system and it represents its main objective; it permits us to classify finally an unknown text in its suitable domain. So, it's to detect the text theme. To do this task, we applied a method by pertinent terms correspondence. It is about testing the correspondence of all pertinent terms of the text to classify with the keywords of every domain of the corpus. The domain, that constitutes the majority of terms having a correspondence with terms of the text, represents the theme that we look for to classify our unknown text.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Mathematical basis of SICAT:
TFIDF is the most common weighting method used to describe documents in the Vector Space Model, particularly in IR problems. The TFIDF function weights each vector component (each of them relating to a word of the vocabulary) of each document on the following basis. First, it incorporates the word frequency in the document. Thus, the more a word appears in a document (e.g., its TF, term frequency is high) the more it is estimated to be significant in this document. In addition, IDF measures how infrequent a word is in the collection. This value is estimated using the whole training text collection at hand. Accordingly, if a word is very frequent in the text collection, it is not considered to be particularly representative of this document (since it occurs in most documents; for instance, stop words). In contrast, if the word is infrequent in the text collection, it is believed to be very relevant for the document. TFIDF is commonly used in IR to compare a query vector with a document vector using a similarity or distance function such as the cosine similarity function. There are many variants of TFIDF. The following common variant was used in our experiments, as found in (Yang and Liu, 1999) .
Where: Tf t,d = The frequency of word t in document d n = The number of documents in the text collection x t = The number of documents where word t occurs Used environment: In this study, we have used the visual basic platform. This platform allowed us to create this application permitting to classify Arabic texts in one of the chosen domains: sports, medicine, economics, agricultures and politics. In this platform, we didn't use any grammatical rule, we have interested in statistic method based on arithmetic rules and calculations. We have used the different tools of visual basic to ensure a very nice user interface easy to use and containing clear options (captions, textboxes and icons).
RESULTS
In order to support our system, we introduce some examples to illustrate it. We start by treating the stage of formatting the text. After that, we apply the lemmatization stage on the formatted text. This stage of lemmatization represents a big importance for the following stage; it is the calculation of frequencies. For this reason, the stage of lemmatization proves to be useful. For a goal of illustration, we take the example in the Table 2 .
Here, the average of frequencies is equal to 0.3351. In fact, if the phase of lemmatization won't be done, then the terms ‫أرا‬ ، ‫زراع‬ will not be considered as pertinent terms because their frequency of apparition doesn't exceed the average of frequencies which represents the minimum doorstep. It's necessary to note that the frequency must be superior to the minimum doorstep and inferior to the maximum doorstep. On the contrary, if the lemmatization is done, a lot of modifications will be treated. This will be resumed in the Table 3 .
From this example, we note the importance of the lemmatization which permits to facilitate the extraction of pertinent terms. As an example, we test the correspondence of all terms of a text having as theme «AGRICULTURE» as show in the Table 4 . In this text, 15 terms appear as keywords for the theme «AGRICULTURE» and we find only 3 terms representing keywords for the «POLITICS» domain. So, as a conclusion, we can deduct that the text must be classified between those having the theme «AGRICULTURE». This method isn't effective when the text to classify doesn't contain a sufficient number of terms related to the text domain. In this case, we obtain very near values, sometimes equal or hopeless, that stops us from detecting the searched term. We can take for example these cases:
is a keyword for the domains «POLITICS» and «SPORTS» • The term " ‫اء‬ " is a keyword for the domains «MEDECINE» and « SPORTS» • The term " ‫دواء‬ " is a keyword for the domain «AGRICULTURE» and «MEDECINE»
DISCUSSION
The interface user machine is an interface that a user doesn't notice anymore. We aim in our application the conversational treatment and the ergonomics adopting the updated technologies: Minimal seizure, color and questioning. Figure 2 shows some interfaces of our application and represents the different stages of our method. It classified the present text in the domain of informatics. Figure 3 shows the interface permitting to add, remove and update entries to the dictionary. This stage is done after analyzing a text. Such as the majority of the indexation applications, the two measures would be used in this application are the recall and the precision. The recall measures the proportion of extracted pertinent texts in report with all the pertinent texts and the precision measures the proportion of pertinent texts in report with all the extracted texts. To use these two measures, it's necessary to be able to determine the pertinent texts for every request. The evaluation of the system performance on the different chosen domains, achieves 90% precision and 85% recall.
Due to this work, we could classify a big number of Arabic texts in the suitable domain. We could also elaborate specific dictionaries related to the chosen domains (sport, economy, medicine, politic and agriculture). The output of this study can be used in other NLP applications such as the information extraction and automatic abstract. This application can accept any update in its dictionaries or its domains.
CONCLUSION
In this study, we have described our System for Indexation and Classification of Arabic Texts (SICAT). It holds two main parts: The indexation and the classification. The indexation stage is composed of three main parts: The pre-learning, the lemmatization and the frequencies' calculation. The classification stage is composed of two main components: the extraction of keywords and classification of new text. We have made many tests of verification to test the validation of the system. The system performance was evaluated on the different chosen domains, achieves 90% precision and 85% recall.
We have considered only some simple words as representatives of concepts which are also called indexes. In the future, we plan to increase the number of domains to be able to classify more texts in more themes.
